Presentation Markerboard and Tackboard Solutions

Markerboard and Tackboard Presentation Solutions

- Guaranteed-to-clean, dry-erase and projection all in one
- EganINK! Create durable letters, lines and graphics
- Easy to install, wall-to-wall, floor-to-ceiling solutions
- Frame, surface and color options
- EganBoard Porcelain
- Magnet-friendly models

Projection + Dry-Erase

3 1/2 lbs.
Aluminum Frame Markerboard and Tackboards

Dry-erasable, projector-friendly visual presentation boards for every specification

Eased-curve or square-mitered corners in anodized aluminum with a durable finish are manufactured with ISO 9001 quality consistency and color control that meets or exceeds world-class standards for process techniques and environmental concerns. There are several standard surface options available including: EVS; EganINK durable letters, lines and graphics; EganBoard Porcelain and tackable fabric. All aluminum frame markerboards ship with a standard length marker tray, EganCloth and two dry-erase markers.

Custom-sized Presentation Boards

The Custom Response Program is designed to encourage specialized product development. Our manufacturing systems provide for variations and custom solutions on volume orders.

EganINK and Tackable Fabric options

Shown below on the right-hand board is standard EganFabric – see page 5 for more detail regarding tackable fabric options. Left hand board features EganINK see back cover for details.
Hardwood Frame Markerboards and Tackboards

Dry-erasable, projector-friendly visual presentation boards with Solid Hardwood Frames for distinctive applications

Bullnose corners in eight solid hardwood species with a durable satin lacquer finish are manufactured with ISO 9001 quality consistency and control that meets or exceeds world-class standards for process techniques and environmental concerns. There are several standard surface options available including: EVS; EganINK durable letters, lines and graphics; EganBoard Porcelain and tackable fabric.

Wood Frame Presentation Boards

The one inch bullnose solid wood frame features an open grain finish with a satin lacquer in your choice of eight wood species. Custom Stain and magnet-friendly options available.

Egan Visual is registered ISO 14001 and purchases veneer and hardwoods that are harvested from responsibly managed forests as designated by the Forest Stewardship Council, and are analyzed for optimum material usage.

More information on FSC certification can be found by visiting www.fsc.org

Linked Hardwood Frame Solutions

Create an elegant solution for your boardroom to accent the existing decor – link any combination of horizontally Linked Hardwood Frame Markerboards or Tackboards to create a superior quality communication wall.

(Further Linked Frame options see page 5)
Egan Dimension Presentation Boards

**Contemporary, clean design. Dry-erasable and projector-friendly solutions.**

Egan Dimension Board is offered as a one inch thick EVS lightweight board with large (1 1/2") or small (1/8") radius corners and a choice of natural or white graffiti-resistant edge and can contribute to LEED objectives. When designs call for a wall scale solution consider Egan DimensionX STAXX or BLOXX configurations of multiple presentation boards. See Egan Dimension and Egan DimensionX brochures for further details.

---

**EganBLOXX wall-to-wall and floor-to-ceiling solutions**

Create a superior quality communication wall, ideal for projection and dry-erase. BLOXX features EVS on a one inch thick board with white graffiti-resistant edge.

---

**EganSTAXX floor-to-ceiling presentation solution**

Presentations with contemporary appeal have never been easier to achieve with three vertically stacked DimensionX boards in a STAXX installation.

---

**Egan Dimension Presentation Board.**

Flush mount with large radius corner white, graffiti-resistant edge DPWL6048FHWH

---

Dimension Boards (pictured) available with large or small radius corners.

DimensionX Boards (below and right) available with small radius corners with white graffiti-resistant edge only.
Aluminum Linked Frame Solutions
Large-scale, dry-erasable, projector-friendly to meet your specifications.

When one markerboard isn't enough, horizontally link any combination of Linked Frame markerboards or tackboards to create a superior quality communication wall. Simply start your link with a left segment board with eased-curve or square-mitered corners, add any combination of inside segments, and finish with a right segment to complete the specification.

Linked boards are joined with ‘I’ molding and identified by segments: Outside Left (OL), Inside Board (IB), and Outside Right (OR). Your choice: eased-curve aluminum or square-mitered aluminum frames.

Aluminum Linked Frame and Hardwood Linked Frame boards, are joined with ‘I’ mouldings.

EVS square-mitered Linked Frame Markerboards with EganINK custom design and Tackboards.
Left – ITSOL2448, ML 077 Basil
Inside – EVS, IESIB6048
Right – ITSOR2448, ML 077 Basil

Egan has a synergy program with Maharam Fabrics to offer thousands of tackable fabric options. See Egan Price and Specification Guide for details.

www.maharam.com
1-800-645-3943
ML 077 Basil

Marker Trays to suit your specification
Egan has a wide variety of marker trays to meet your various requirements. Pictured are a few of the different styles.
Extremely Light

This is no trick—Egan VersaBoard is so lightweight, you can actually lift it with your finger!

Egan VersaBoard

Extremely versatile double-sided lightweight markerboard.

Egan VersaBoard has no fear—it hangs anywhere. It doesn’t matter how you hang it: portrait or landscape, front or back, on the wall, on a track, in your cubicle, on a ledge, on a file cabinet—even on glass. Egan VersaBoard is available in two sizes: 26”w x 36”h and 36”w x 48”h and installs with 5 optional corner mounts and relocates easily.

Extremely Simple VersaBoard mounting options

Select the Egan VersaBoard mount that suits your need and change your mind in a snap.

Wall Mount (W)
Top Mount (E)
Track Mount (T)
Edge Mount (P)
Interchangeable Mounts
Egan’s Family of Presentation Surface

EVS dry-erasable, projector-friendly surfaces.
Introduced in 2002, EVS has inspired the creation of various whiteboard and projection surface products and accessories.

Presentations Surfaces
VersaJOT | VersaMAG | VersaPRO

Egan Dimension Presentation Boards
Dimension | DimensionX | Slim Design | GlassWrite

Track Mounted
EganSystem Presentation Boards

Egan Mobiles
Presentation Boards | Privacy Doors | GlassWrite

Contributes to LEED objectives
Egan Dimension and DimensionX are the green whiteboards.
EganINK™
Durable letters, lines and graphics

EganINK is another Egan Visual whiteboard innovation developed to create stunning grids, templates and lettering to your specific in a variety of colors. Exclusive to Egan’s EVS and GlassWrite products—EganINK gives you the flexibility to make whiteboard concepts that really communicate your message or design. When EganINK and presentation boards combine there are limitless possibilities for corporate, education, healthcare and many more applications.

Purpose Specific Templates

Brackets  Baseball  Basketball  Monthly Planner

Grid Patterns

Grid Dots  Grid Lines  Grid Gaps  School Lines  Pink Sketch  Bamboo

Custom Design

Egan features environmentally-friendly, recycled honeycomb core in its lightweight products. This hexagonal-shaped honeycomb creates an infinite 'I'-Beam structure. The result is a high load-bearing capacity, extremely rigid, non-warping product.

Markerboard Accessories

Versa Eraser  ACDT12  EganCloth  =  Dust-free Dry-erase

EVS works great with interactive projectors

The unique tool for generating, capturing and presenting ideas.

EVS is a patent pending technology that features a non-permeable optical coating, fused to an opaque white polyester support base. The revolutionary surface is then laminated to a thick layer of polycarbonate to provide dimensional stability. The resulting laminate is manufactured into several formats to meet various customer requirements.

Egan features environmentally-friendly, recycled honeycomb core in its lightweight products. This hexagonal-shaped honeycomb creates an infinite 'I'-Beam structure. The result is a high load-bearing capacity, extremely rigid, non-warping product.

Take the EVS Test-Drive

1. Write on the EVS surface with a dry-erase marker.
2. Wait a minute, then erase. Use the amazing EganCloth for the best results—It eliminates ghosting and dry-erase dust.
3. If you used a permanent marker by mistake, grab a dry-erase marker and use it to scribble directly over the permanent marking, then just wipe it clean.
4. EVS also features a low-gloss surface that is ideal for projection.

Environmentally responsible through design, quality, value, and timeliness: Egan has been certified to have established and maintains a Quality Management System and Environmental Management System, which are registered to the ISO 90012008 and ISO 140012004 standards. Designed and manufactured in North America by Egan Visual Inc., leaders visual communication products for the contract furniture industry for over 40 years. You can count on Egan products to be well-designed and well-built for years of hassle-free enjoyment.

Egan Visual, Inc.

Tel 1-800-263-2387 or 905-851-2826
Fax 1-888-609-8886 or 905-851-3426
customerservice@egan.com
www.egan.com
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